AbstractÐThe development and validation of fault-tolerant computers for critical real-time applications are currently both costly and time consuming. Often, the underlying technology is out-of-date by the time the computers are ready for deployment. Obsolescence can become a chronic problem when the systems in which they are embedded have lifetimes of several decades. This paper gives an overview of the work carried out in a project that is tackling the issues of cost and rapid obsolescence by defining a generic faulttolerant computer architecture based essentially on commercial off-the-shelf (COTS) components (both processor hardware boards and real-time operating systems). The architecture uses a limited number of specific, but generic, hardware and software components to implement an architecture that can be configured along three dimensions: redundant channels, redundant lanes, and integrity levels. The two dimensions of physical redundancy allow the definition of a wide variety of instances with different fault tolerance strategies. The integrity level dimension allows application components of different levels of criticality to coexist in the same instance. The paper describes the main concepts of the architecture, the supporting environments for development and validation, and the prototypes currently being implemented.
INTRODUCTION

M
OST ultradependable real-time computing architectures developed in the past have been specialized to meet the particular requirements of the application domain for which they were targeted. This specialization has led to very costly, inflexible, and often hardware-intensive solutions that, by the time they are developed, validated, and certified for use in the field, can already be out-of-date in terms of their underlying hardware and software technology. This problem is exacerbated in some application domains since the systems in which the real-time architecture is embedded may be deployed for several decades, i.e., almost an order of magnitude longer than the typical lifetime of a generation of computing technology.
A consortium of European companies and academic partners has been formed to design and develop a Generic Upgradable Architecture for Real-time Dependable Systems (GUARDS), together with an associated development and validation environment. The end-user companies in the consortium all currently deploy ultradependable real-time embedded computers in their systems, but with very different requirements and constraints resulting from the diversity of their application domains: nuclear submarine, railway, and space systems. The overall aim of the GUARDS project is to significantly decrease the lifecycle costs of such embedded systems. The intent is to be able to configure instances of a generic architecture that can be shown to meet the very diverse requirements of these (and other) critical real-time application domains. A threepronged approach is being followed to reduce the cost of validation and certification of instances of the architecture: 1) design for validation, so as to focus validation obligations on a minimum set of critical components; 2) reuse of already-validated components in different instances; and 3) the support of software components of different criticalities.
The paper is structured as follows: Section 2 sketches the rationale for the design of the generic architecture, which is then summarized in Section 3. Central to the architecture is an interchannel communication network, which is described in Section 4. Section 5 details the interchannel fault tolerance mechanisms while Section 6 discusses the scheduling issues raised by active replication of real-time tasks. Sections 7 and 8 discuss, respectively, the development and validation environments that accompany the architecture. Section 9 describes the prototypes currently being implemented. Finally, Section 10 concludes the paper.
DESIGN RATIONALE
To merit the epithet ªgeneric,º the architecture must be able to meet the widest possible spectrum of dependability and real-time requirements. To this end, we first consider some key nonfunctional requirements of typical applications in For information on obtaining reprints of this article, please send e-mail to: tpds@computer.org, and reference IEEECS Log Number 109045.
each of the three end-user domains. We then discuss the issues of fault classes and real-time scheduling.
Key Nonfunctional Requirements
A typical instance of the architecture in the railway domain would be a fail-safe control system. Standards in this domain dictate extremely low catastrophic failure rates for individual subsystems (e.g., less than 10 -11 /hour with respect to physical faults). In railway applications, it is common to physically segregate subsystems responsible for vital (safety-critical) functions from nonvital functions. We decided to investigate the possibility of a single instance supporting both high-integrity vital functions and lowintegrity nonvital functions. In the nuclear submarine domain, an instance of the architecture would typically be used to support secondary protection functions, which are required to be ready to react in case of (rare) incidents. Two requirements from this application domain impose quite severe restrictions on the design space. First, it must be possible to separate redundant elements of the architecture by several meters so as to tolerate physical damage. Second, to avoid obsolescence during the submarine's lifetime, the use of unmodified commercial off-the-shelf operating system(s) is mandatory.
A particularly challenging application in the space domain is that of an autonomous spacecraft carrying out missions containing phases that are so critical that tolerance of several faults may be required (e.g., target fly-by or docking). During noncritical phases, the redundant elements may be powered down to save energy. Moreover, it is necessary for an instance to be able to support software of different integrity levels: high-integrity critical software that is essential for long-term mission reliability and potentially unreliable payload software.
Fault Classes
The architecture aims to tolerate permanent and temporary physical faults (of both internal and external origins) and should provide tolerance or confinement of software design faults. This wide spectrum of fault classes [42] has several consequences beyond the basic physical redundancy necessary to tolerate permanent internal physical faults. Tolerance of permanent external physical faults (e.g., physical damage) requires geographical separation of redundancy. Temporary external physical faults (transients) can lead to rapid redundancy attrition unless their effects can be undone. This means that it must be possible to recover corrupted processors. Temporary internal physical faults (intermittents) are treated as either permanent or transient faults according to their rate of recurrence.
Many design faults can also be tolerated like intermittents if their activation conditions are sufficiently diversified [29] (e.g., through loosely coupled replicated computations). However, design faults that are activated systematically for a given sequence of application inputs can only be tolerated through diversification of design or specification. Due to limited resources, the project has not considered diversification of application software beyond imposing the requirement that no design decision should preclude that option in the future. However, we have studied the use of integrity level and control-flow monitoring mechanisms to ensure that design faults in noncritical application software do not affect critical applications. Moreover, we have considered diversification for tolerating design faults in off-the-shelf operating systems. We also encourage activation condition diversification to provide some tolerance of design faults in replicated hardware and replicated applications.
Real-Time Models
In keeping with the genericity objective, the architecture must be capable of supporting a range of real-time computational and scheduling models.
The computational model defines the form of concurrency (e.g., tasks, threads, asynchronous communication, etc.) and any restriction that must be placed on application programs to facilitate their timing analysis (e.g., bounded recursion). Applications supported by GUARDS may conform to a time-triggered, event-triggered or mixed computational model.
Three scheduling models are considered [69] :
. CyclicÐas typified by the traditional cyclic executive. . CooperativeÐwhere an application-defined scheduler and the prioritized application tasks explicitly pass control between one another to perform the required dispatching. . PreemptiveÐthe standard preemptive priority scheme. We have focused primarily on the preemptive scheduling model since this is the most flexible and the one that presents the greatest challenges.
THE GENERIC ARCHITECTURE
The diversity of end-user requirements and fault tolerance strategies led us to define a generic architecture that can be configured into a wide variety of instances. The architecture favors the use of commercial off-the-shelf (COTS) hardware and software components, with application-transparent fault tolerance implemented primarily by software. Drawing on experience from systems such as SIFT [47] , MAFT [37] , FTPP [30] , and Delta-4 [52] , the generic architecture is defined along three dimensions of fault containment (Fig. 1 ) [53] :
. Integrity levels, or design-fault containment regions. . Lanes, or secondary physical-fault containment regions. . Channels, or primary physical-fault containment regions.
A particular instance of the architecture is defined by the dimensional parameters {C, M, I}, a reconfiguration strategy, and an appropriate selection of generic hardware and software GUARDS components. These generic components implement mechanisms for:
. Interchannel communication.
. Output data consolidation. . Fault tolerance and integrity management.
Fault tolerance and integrity management are softwareimplemented through a distributed set of generic system components (shown as a ªmiddlewareº layer on Fig. 1 ). This layer is itself fault-tolerant (through replication and distribution of its components) with respect to faults that affect channels independently (e.g., physical faults). However, the tolerance of design faults in this system layer is not explicitly addressed. 1 
The Integrity Dimension
The integrity dimension aims to provide containment regions with respect to software design faults. The intent is to protect critical components from the propagation of errors due to residual design faults in less-critical components. Each application object is classified within a particular integrity level according to how much it can be trusted (the more trustworthy an object is, the higher its integrity level). The degree to which an object can be trusted depends on the evidence that is available supporting its correctness, and the consequences of its failure (i.e., its criticality).
The required protection is achieved by enforcing an integrity policy to mediate the communication between objects of different levels. Basically, the integrity policy seeks to prohibit flows of information from low to high integrity levels, like in the Biba policy [15] . However, this approach is inflexible. An object can obtain data of higher integrity than itself, but the data must then inherit the level of integrity of this object. This results in a decrease in the integrity of the data, without any possibility of restoring it. We deal with this drawback by providing special objects (Validation Objects) whose role is to apply fault tolerance mechanisms on information flows. The purpose of these objects is to output reliable information by using possibly corrupted data as input (i.e., with a low integrity level). Such objects upgrade the trustworthiness of data and, hence, allow information flows from low to high integrity levels [67] .
It must be ensured that it is not possible to by-pass the controls put into place to enforce the policy. This is achieved by spatial and temporal isolation, which are provided, respectively, by memory management hardware and resource utilization budget timers [66] . Furthermore, for the most critical components (the topmost integrity level) and a core set of basic components (i.e., the integrity management components and the underlying hardware and operating systems), it must be assumed either that there are no design faults or that they can be tolerated by some other means (e.g., through diversification).
In this paper, we do not detail the integrity dimension any furtherÐthe interested reader should refer to [66] , [67] .
The Lane Dimension
Multiple processors or lanes are used essentially to define secondary physical fault containment regions. Such secondary regions can be used to improve the capabilities for fault diagnosis within a channel, e.g., by comparison of computation replicated on several nodes. There is also scope for improving coverage with respect to design faults by using intrachannel diversification. 1 . Note, however, that correlated faults are included in the models used to assess the dependability of instances of the architecture: See Section 8.2. Alternatively, lanes can be used to improve the availability of a channel, e.g., by passivating a node that is diagnosed to be permanently faulty. The required fault diagnosis could be triggered either by the error-processing mechanisms within a channel or through an error signal from the interchannel voting mechanisms.
Further reasons for defining an instance with multiple lanes include parallel processing to improve performance and isolation of software of different integrity levels. To aid the timing analysis of such software we require that the multiple processors within a channel have access to shared memory (see Section 6).
The Channel Dimension
Channels provide the primary fault containment regions that are the ultimate line of defense within a single instance for physical faults that affect a single channel. Fault tolerance is based on active replication of application tasks over the set of channels. It must be ensured that replicas are supplied with the same inputs in the same order, despite the occurrence of faults. Then, as long as replicas on fault-free channels behave deterministically, they should produce the same outputs. Error processing can thus be based on comparison or voting of replica outputs.
Not all instances require the same number of channels. In fact, one could imagine an instance with just one channel. This would be the case for an application that only requires multiple integrity levels or for which the fault tolerance mechanisms implemented within a channel are judged to be sufficient. It should be expected, however, that most applications require instances with several channels. Important cases are:
. Two channels: motivated either by a requirement for improved safety (using interchannel comparison) or improved reliability (based on intrachannel selfchecking to provide crash failure semantics). . Three channels: the well-known triple modular redundancy (TMR) strategy that enables most 2 faults in one channel to be masked. In addition, any disagreements are detected and used as inputs for error diagnosis and fault treatment. . Four channels: to enable masking of completely arbitrary faults or to allow a channel to be isolated for off-line testing while still guaranteeing TMR operation with the remaining on-line channels. Instances of the architecture with more than four channels are not currently envisaged.
INTERCHANNEL COMMUNICATION NETWORK
Central to the architecture is an interchannel communication network (ICN), which fulfills two essential functions:
. It provides a global clock to all channels. . It allows channels to achieve interactive consistency (consensus) on nonreplicated data. The ICN consists of an ICN-manager for each channel and unidirectional serial links to interconnect the ICNmanagers. In the current implementation, the ICN-manager is a Motorola 68040-based board with a dual-port shared memory for asynchronous communication with the intrachannel VME back-plane bus. Serial links are provided by two Motorola 68360-based piggyback boards. Each such board provides two Ethernet links. One link is configured as transmit only, the other links are configured as receive only. An ICN-manager can thus simultaneously broadcast data to the remote ICN-managers over its outgoing serial link and receive data from the remote ICN-managers over the other links.
Clock Synchronization
The ICN-managers constitute a set of fully interconnected nodes. Each node has a physical clock and computes a global logical clock time through a fault-tolerant synchronization algorithm. Such an algorithm is classically defined as one that satisfies both the agreement and accuracy properties:
. The agreement condition is satisfied if and only if the skew between any nonfaulty logical clocks is bounded. . The accuracy condition is satisfied if and only if all nonfaulty logical clocks have a bounded drift with respect to real time. Since COTS-based solutions are preferred within GUARDS, we focused on software-implemented algorithms. In particular, we considered both convergence averaging and convergence nonaveraging algorithms [57] .
In a convergence averaging algorithm, each node resynchronizes according to clock values obtained through periodic one-round clock exchanges. On each node, the other clocks can be taken into account through a mean-like function [40] or a median-like function [46] . The worst-case skew of these algorithms is dominated by the uncertainty on transmission delay. They can tolerate f arbitrarily faulty nodes in a (fully connected) network of n nodes, under the sufficient condition that n b Qf.
In a convergence nonaveraging algorithm, each node periodically seeks to be the system synchronizer. To deal with possible Byzantine behavior, the exchanged messages can be authenticated [63] . The worst-case skew of these algorithms is dominated by the maximum message transit delay. When authentication is used for internode message exchanges, they can tolerate f arbitrarily faulty nodes with only n b Pf nodes.
The GUARDS architecture uses a convergence-averaging solution based on [46] and applied to up to four nodes (i.e., ICN-managers in our architecture). This choice was motivated mainly by reasons of performance and design simplicity. It implies that the probability of occurrence of a Byzantine clock must be carefully evaluated in a threechannel configuration. This probability is expected to be very small, since the ICN serial links are broadcast media and the ICN-managers can check whether they receive a syntactically correct synchronization message in a welldefined local time window.
The global clock maintained by the set of ICN-managers is broadcast via the intrachannel back-plane busses, to the processors and I/O boards local to a channel.
Interactive Consistency
The issue of exchanging private data between channels and agreeing on a common value in the presence of arbitrary faults is known as the interactive consistency problem (the symmetric form of the Byzantine agreement problem) [50] . The two fundamental properties that a communication algorithm must fulfill to ensure interactive consistency are:
. Agreement: If channels p and q are nonfaulty, then they agree on the value ascribed to any other channel. . Validity: If channels p and q are nonfaulty, then the value ascribed to p by q is indeed p's private value. In the general case, the necessary conditions to achieve interactive consistency in spite of up to f arbitrarily faulty channels are [39] :
. At least Qf I channels. . At least Pf I disjoint interchannel communication links. . At least f I rounds of message exchange. . Bounded skew between nonfaulty channels. Under the assumption of authenticated messages, which can be copied and forwarded but not undetectably altered by a relayer, the condition on the minimal number of channels can be relaxed to f P. Nevertheless, at least Pf I channels are still necessary if majority voting must be carried out between replicated application tasks.
The interactive consistency protocol used in GUARDS is based on the ZA algorithm [28] , which was derived from the Z algorithm [64] by adding the assumption of authentication. In particular, authentication precludes the design fault in the Z algorithm identified in [45] . Following the hybrid fault model described in [45] , the protocol allows for both arbitrarily faulty channels and channels affected by less severe kinds of faults (e.g., omission faults).
For performance reasons, and since by assumption the architecture only needs to tolerate accidental faults and not malicious attacks, we preferred to use a keyed checksum scheme for message authentication rather than resorting to true cryptographic signatures. Under this scheme, multiple checksums are appended to each (broadcast) message. Each checksum is computed over the concatenation of the data part of the message and a private key that is known only to the sender and to one of the broadcast destinations.
Scheduling
The ICN is scheduled according to a table-driven protocol. The schedule consists of a frame (corresponding to a given application mode) that is subdivided into cycles and slots. The last slot of a cycle is used for clock synchronization so the length of a cycle is fixed either by the required channel synchronization accuracy or by the maximum I/O frequency in a given mode. The other slots of a cycle are of fixed duration and can support one fixed-sized message transmission (and up to three message receptions). In the current implementation, each message may contain 1,000 bytes.
INTERCHANNEL ERROR PROCESSING AND FAULT TREATMENT
From a conceptual viewpoint, it is common to consider fault tolerance as being achieved by error processing and fault treatment [2] , [41] :
. Error processing is aimed at removing errors from the computation state, if possible, before failure occurrence. In general, error processing involves three primitives: error detection, error diagnosis, and error recovery. . Fault treatment is aimed at preventing faults from being activated again and also involves three primitives: fault diagnosis, fault passivation, and reconfiguration. In GUARDS, error recovery is achieved primarily by error compensation, whereby the erroneous state contains enough redundancy to enable its transformation into an error-free state. This redundancy is provided by active replication of critical applications (although diversification is not precluded) over the C channels; it is applicationtransparent and managed by software, including comparison or voting of computed results. Error processing thus relies primarily on N-modular redundancy to detect disagreeing channels and (when g Q) to mask errors occurring in the voted results at run-time. When g P, two possibilities are offered, as already mentioned in Section 3.3:
. Error detection (locally by a channel) and compensation (by switching to a single channel configuration). . Error detection (by channel comparison) and switching to a safe state (a degenerate form of forward recovery). Fig. 2 illustrates the replicated execution of an iterative task in the case of a three-channel configuration. After reading the replicated sensors, the input values are consolidated across all channels after a two-round interactive consistency exchange over the ICN. The application tasks are then executed asynchronously, with preemptive priority scheduling allowing different interleavings of their executions on each channel. This diversifies the activities of the different channels, thereby allowing many residual design faults to be tolerated as if they were intermittents (cf. Section 2.2).
Application state variables (which contain values that are carried over between iterations) are used together with consolidated inputs to compute the output values which are exchanged in a single round over the ICN and voted. The voted results are then written to the actuators, possibly via output consolidation hardware, which allows the physical values to be voted.
Since neither the internal state variables of the underlying COTS operating systems nor the totality of the application state variables are voted, further error recovery is necessary to correct any such state that becomes erroneous (note that this may be case even in the event of a transient fault). However, this is a secondary, nonurgent error recovery activity since, until another channel is affected by a fault, the error compensation provided by output voting or switching can be relied upon to ensure that correct outputs are delivered to the controlled process.
Consequently, this secondary error recovery can be viewed as part of fault treatment.
In the next section, we describe the GUARDS diagnosis mechanisms, which include both error diagnosis, to decide whether the damage to a channel's state warrants further action, and fault diagnosis, to decide the location and type of the fault and, thus, the necessary corrective action.
Then, in Section 5.2, we describe the state recovery procedure that allows reintegration of a channel after a transient fault or repair of a permanent fault. Finally, Section 5.3 discusses mechanisms for output consolidation.
Diagnosis
The first step in diagnosis is to collect error reports generated during the interactive consistency and consolidation exchanges (majority voting discrepancies, timing errors, ICN bus transmission errors, protocol violations, etc.) and then to filter them to assess whether the extent of damage warrants further action. Indeed, some reported errors may not have resulted in any change to the state of a channel. Alternatively, if only a small part of the state has become erroneous, then an erroneous channel might correct itself autonomously by overwriting the erroneous variables during continued execution. If such fortuitous recovery does not occur, an explicit forward recovery action is necessary to reconstruct a correct state.
The filtering of errors is done using a softwareimplemented mechanism known as an -count, which was originally proposed for the discrimination of transient versus intermittent-permanent faults [17] . Error reports are processed on a periodic basis, giving lower weights to error reports as they get older. A score variable x (initially set to 0) is associated to each component x to record information about the errors attributed to that component. The Lth judgment is accounted for as follows:
if omponent x is pereived s fulty
if omponent x is pereived s orret with H`k`IX When x v becomes greater than a given threshold , the damage to the state of component x is judged to be such that further diagnosis is necessary.
The appropriate filtering action can be provided by several different heuristics for the accumulation and decay processes (where x v takes slightly different expressions) [17] , [55] , [56] . For a given error distribution, the parameters of the heuristics can be determined through a dependability evaluation (for example, see [17] ).
A distributed version of -count is used in GUARDS to provide the error syndrome that is input to interchannel fault diagnosis. Each channel i maintains C -count variables, one, ii , representing its opinion of its own health and C-1 variables, ij Y j T i, representing its opinions of the health of the other channels. The -counts are updated and processed cyclically. Each cycle x , called an -cycle, has a duration chosen such that x Á n I x frme , where n I is an integer and x frme the duration of the ICN frame (see Section 4.3).
Since each channel may have a different perception of the errors created by other channels, the -counts maintained by each channel must be viewed as single-source (private) values. They are consolidated at the end of eachcycle through an interactive consistency protocol so that fault-free channels have a consistent view of the status of the instance (a consistent matrix A of -count values). During the next -cycle, fault diagnosis can thus be performed using A. The resulting diagnosis consists of a vector D whose elements h i represent the diagnosed state of each channel (correct or requiring passivation and isolation).
The fault diagnosis problem has been extensively studied in the literature. An ideal diagnosis should be both correct and complete:
. A diagnosis is correct if any channel that is diagnosed as faulty is indeed faulty. . A diagnosis is complete if all faulty channels are diagnosed as faulty. In the current case, the interchannel tests have imperfect coverage so a channel requiring passivation is not necessarily accused by all correct channels [16] , [43] . The algorithm in the current implementation diagnoses a channel as faulty if it is accused of being faulty by a majority of channels or, of course, if it accuses itself. This algorithm is correct and complete under the assumption that not more than one channel at a time is accused by a fault-free channel. However, due to the memory effect of the -count mechanism, this assumption can be violated if nearcoincident faults occur on different channels. In this situation, there is thus a trade-off between the probability of incorrect diagnosis caused by a long memory effect (high value of k) and the probability of having an incorrect majority vote due to slow elimination of a faulty channel (low value of k). This trade-off is the subject of ongoing research.
Once a channel has been diagnosed as requiring passivation, it is isolated (i.e., disconnected from the outside world) and reset (with the reinitialization of operating system structures). A thorough self-test is then carried out. If the test reveals a permanent fault, the channel is switched off and (possibly) undergoes repair. Whenever a channel passes the test (i.e., the fault was transient), or after having repaired a channel having suffered a permanent fault, it must be reintegrated to avoid unnecessary redundancy attrition.
It should be noted that the error filtering action of thecount can effectively be turned off by setting its threshold I. In this case, any transient fault leading to a selfdetected error (or to errors perceived by a majority of channels) will cause that channel to go through the possibly lengthy self-test and reintegration procedure, irrespective of the extent of the actual damage to the channel's state. A fault affecting another channel before reintegration of the former will induce a further decrease in the number of active channels. When transients are common, this policy can thus cause rapid switching to a safe state if the number of active channels becomes insufficient for error compensation to remain effective. The choice of whether filtering is used or, more generally, the value of the -count threshold, thus leads to a classic trade-off between safety and reliability.
State Restoration
For a channel to be reintegrated, it must first resynchronize its clock, then its state, with the pool of active channels. Since not all state variables are necessarily consolidated through ICN exchanges, the state (or channel context) cannot be retrieved by simply observing the traffic on the ICN, but must be explicitly copied from the active channels. This is achieved by a system state restoration (SR) procedure, called Running SR, applied to the channel context, i.e., the set of application state variables whose values are carried over successive iterations without consolidation.
A minimum level of service must be ensured, even during the SR procedure, so a limited number of vital application tasks must be allowed to continue execution on the active channels. Running SR is therefore a multistep algorithm where, at each step, only a fraction of the state is exchanged. Furthermore, vital application tasks may update state variables while SR progresses.
The basic behavior of Running SR is the following (more details with variations and optimizations are given in [18] , [19] ). The channel context is arranged in a single (logical) memory block managed by a ªcontext object.º When the state of channel needs to be restored, the system enters an ªSR mode.º The C-1 active channels enter a ªput stateº submode while the joining channel enters a ªget stateº submode.
To take advantage of the parallel links of the ICN, the whole block of memory storing the channel context is split into C-1 subblocks of similar size, each managed by one of the active channels. Each active channel i propagates to the joining channel any updates to state variables belonging to block i. A Sweeper task is executed to transfer the ith block of the context. In the joining channel, transferred data are received and processed by a Catcher task. This task has most of the CPU time available since no application tasks are executed on that channel.
Switching from normal computation to the SR mode occurs at the beginning of an ICN frame, with a corresponding change in task scheduling, and SR completion always occurs at the end of a frame. After completion, signatures of the entire channel state are taken in each channel and exchanged through the interactive consistency protocol. State restoration is considered successful if all signatures match. Normal application scheduling is then reactivated on the next frame.
Since a deterministic, finite time is required to copy the memory block and any updates to already copied state variables are immediately propagated, the whole (parallel) state restoration is performed in a deterministic, finite time. The state restoration tasks are assigned a priority and a deadline and, for schedulability analysis, are treated the same as vital application tasks. Note that, during SR, the ICN has to support: 1) the normal traffic generated by the vital (i.e., nonstoppable) applications, 2) the extra traffic due to state variable updates, and 3) the traffic generated by the Sweeper task. SR will therefore normally require a mode change to suspend nonvital application tasks so as to release processor time and ICN slots for SR execution and communication.
Output Data Consolidation
The purpose of the output data consolidation system (cf. Fig. 1 ) is to map the replicated logical outputs of each channel onto the actual physical outputs to the controlled process, in such a way that the latter are either error-free or in a safe position. Such consolidation, placed at the physical interface with the controlled process, is the ultimate error confinement barrier and is a complement to any softwareimplemented voting of the logical outputs.
A given instance of the architecture could have several different output consolidation mechanisms according to its various interfaces with the controlled process. Ideally, an output data consolidation mechanism should extend into the controlled process itself to prevent the physical interface to the process from becoming a single point of failure. A typical example would be a control surface (e.g., in a fly-bywire application) that can act as a physical voter by summing the forces produced by redundant actuators. Alternatively, a single channel can be designated to control a given actuator. Failures of that actuator can be detected at the application level by means of additional sensors allowing each channel to read back the controlled process variable and check it against the requested output. Recovery can then be achieved by switching to an alternative actuator. Other process-specific output data consolidation mechanisms used in the GUARDS end-user application domains include combinatorial logic implemented by relay or fluid valve networks, and the ªarm-and-fireº technique commonly used to trigger space vehicle pyrotechnics (one channel sends an ªarmº command, which is checked by the other channels, then all channels send matching ªfireº commands; the pyrotechnics are triggered only if a majority of the latter concur with the former).
Output consolidation mechanisms such as these may be used for various end-user instances of the architecture. By definition, such process-specific techniques cannot be generic so no specific research has been carried out in this direction. However, the project has considered generic output consolidation mechanisms for networked and discrete outputs. A prototype consolidation mechanism is being implemented for discrete digital or analog outputs that can be electrically isolated from each other and then connected through a wired-OR to the output devices. Consolidation is achieved by having each channel read back its own output and those of the other channel(s) so that a vote can be carried out in software. Each channel then sends selection signals to a hard-wired voter (one per channel) that allows or disconnects that channel's outputs. This approach relies on the assumption that the output devices can tolerate the short but inevitable output glitch caused by the read-back, vote, and disconnection delay.
REAL-TIME SCHEDULING
The architecture is capable of supporting a range of scheduling models (cf. Section 2.3). In this section, we focus on the standard preemptive priority-based scheme. We also discuss the consequences on scheduling of the ICN network.
Our timing analysis is based upon the Response-time Analysis [7] , [44] . We assume that any communication between applications is asynchronous through the shared memory. The use of round-robin scheduling on the intrachannel VME bus allows all shared-memory accesses to be bounded. This is adequate because it is assumed that the number of hosts within a channel is small. Furthermore, we assume the use of a nonblocking algorithm such as that proposed in [62] to avoid the problems associated with remote blocking.
Interchannel Replication of Applications
For an application task to be replicated, it must behave deterministically and each replica task must process the same inputs in the same order. At any point where there is potential for replica divergence, the channels must perform an interactive consistency agreement. Unfortunately, the cost of executing interactive consistency agreement protocols can be significant. There is, therefore, a need to keep their use to a minimum.
In our approach, we force all replicated tasks to read the same internal data. We can thus trade off fewer agreement communications (and therefore greater efficiency) against early detection of errors. If we assume that each replica does not contain any inherently nondeterministic code, replica determinism and error masking (or detection) can be ensured by:
. Performing interactive consistency agreement or Byzantine agreement on single-sourced data. . Ensuring that all replicas receive the same inputs when those inputs are obtained from other replica tasks (replicated inputs).
. Voting on any vital output.
Agreement on Sensor Inputs
To reduce the complexity of the input selection algorithm, which processes the vector of redundant values consolidated through the interactive consistency exchange, it is important to minimize the error between the redundant input values. However, since the tasks are independently scheduled on each channel, they could read their corresponding sensors at significantly different times. This is similar to the input jitter problem where a task (() implementing a control law has to read its input on a regular basis. If jitter is a problem, the solution is to split the task into two tasks (( ip ,('). ( ip has a release time 4 and a deadline appropriate for the dynamics (and the allowable jitter) of the physical quantity being measured by the sensor. Task (' has the original ('s deadline and is executed at an offset from the release time of ( ip . We will discuss what value this offset should have in Section 6.2.
Identical Internal Replicated Input
Two cases need to be considered when reader and writer tasks share the same data, according to whether or not there is an explicit precedence constraint between the writer and the reader. When there is such a constraint, then it can be captured by the scheduling. When tasks share data asynchronously (and, therefore, there is no explicit precedence constraint between the writer and the reader), there are four types of interaction:
. Periodic writerÐPeriodic reader: the periods of the two tasks do not have a simple relationship. . Periodic writerÐSporadic reader: There is no relationship between the period of the writer and the release of the reader. . Sporadic writerÐSporadic reader: There is no relationship between the release of the writer and the release of the reader. . Sporadic writerÐPeriodic reader: There is no relationship between the release of the writer and the period of the reader. In all of these cases, to ensure each replica reads the same value, we keep more than one copy of the data (usually two is enough) and use timestamps [9] , [51] . The essence of this approach is to use off-line schedulability analysis [7] to calculate the worst-case response times of each replicated writer. The maximum of these values is added to the release time of the replicas (taking into account any release jitter) to give a time by which all replicas must have written the data (in the worst case). To allow for clock drift between replicas, the maximum skew, 4, is also added. This value is used as a timestamp when the data is written.
A reader replica simply compares its release time with the data timestamp. If the timestamp is earlier, then the reader can take the data. If the timestamp is later than its release time, then the reader knows that its replicated writer has potentially executed before the other replicated writers. It must therefore take a previous value of the data (the most recent) whose timestamp is earlier than its release time. All reader replicas undertake the same algorithm and consequently get the same value.
Output Voting
Where output voting is required, it is again necessary to transform the replicated task writing to the actuators into two tasks ((' and ( op ): (' sends the output value across the ICN for voting, and ( op reads the majority vote and sends this to the actuator. The deadline of (' will determine the earliest point when the ICN manager can perform the voting. The offset and deadline of ( op will determine when the voted result must be available and the amount of potential output jitter. Hence, the two tasks have similar timing characteristics to the tasks used for input agreement (cf. Section 6.1.1). The main difference is that there is a simple majority vote rather than an agreement protocol involving three separate values.
Handling Offsets
A real-time periodic transaction model has been developed in which periodic transaction i consists of three tasks ( i 1 , ( i 2 , and ( i 3 . Task ( i 1 reads a sensor and sends the value to the ICN manager. Task ( i 2 reads back from the ICN manager the set of values received from all the replicas; it consolidates the values and processes the consolidated reading and eventually produces some data. It sends this data for output result consolidation to the ICN manager. Task ( i 3 reads the consolidated result from the ICN manager and sends it to the actuator.
This form of real-time transaction is implemented by timing offsets. Analysis of task sets with offsets is NP complete [44] and even suboptimal solutions are complex [6] , [8] , [65] . The approach we take is based on [10] , modified to take into account the fact that the computational times of ( i 1 and ( i 3 (respectively C i 1 and C i 3 ) are much smaller than C i 2 , the computational time of ( i 2 , i.e., C i 2 >> max(C i 1 , C i 3 ).
Once offsets has been assigned, a check must be made to ensure that: 1) the response times of the individual tasks are less than the offsets of the next task in the transaction, 2) there is enough time before the offset and after the response to transmit data on the ICN network, and 3) that the deadline of the transaction has been met. If any of these conditions is violated, then it may be possible to modify the offsets of the transaction violating the condition in an attempt to satisfy all the requirements [10] .
Scheduling the ICN Network
Following the individual schedulability analysis of each channel, the following characteristics are known for each task participating in replicated transactions:
. Period . Response-time . Offset . Deadline The ICN tables can be built from this informationÐin the same way as cyclic executive schedules can be constructed [22] . Since all communication through the channels' shared memory is asynchronous, the ICN manager can take the data any time after the producing task's deadline has expired.
Of course, there is a close relationship between the scheduling of the channels and the scheduling of the ICN network. If the off-line tool fails to find an ICN schedule, it is necessary to revisit the design of the application.
ARCHITECTURE DEVELOPMENT ENVIRONMENT
The generic architecture is supported by an Architecture Development Environment [49] consisting of a set of tools for designing instances of the architecture according to a coherent and rigorous design method. The toolset allows collection of the performance attributes of the underlying execution environment and the analysis of the schedulability of hard real-time threads, not only within each processing element of the system, but also among them. This allows in particular a rigorous definition of critical communication and synchronization among the redundant computers.
Design Method
The design and development of a GUARDS software application are centered on a hard real-time (HRT) design method, which allows real-time requirements to be taken into account and verified during the design. The method also addresses the problem of designing replicated, faulttolerant architectures, where a number of computing and communication boards interact for the consolidation of input values and output results.
The design of a GUARDS application is defined as a sequence of correlated activities that may be reiterated to produce a software design that complies with both the functional and nonfunctional requirements of the application. Three design activities are identified:
. Functional architecture design, where the software application is defined through an appropriate design method and according to its functional requirements and its performance requirements (task periods, deadlines, etc.). . Infrastructure architecture design, where the required hardware boards and generic GUARDS software components are identified. They constitute the underlying computing environment of the application software. . Physical architecture design, where the functional architecture is mapped onto the infrastructure and analyzed according to the performance requirements. This is done not only for the processors within each replicated channel, but also at the interchannel level, to determine the ICN exchanges needed to consolidate input values and output results.
Interchannel Schedulability
According to the dependability requirements, each critical application task replica needs to consolidate its inputs and its output results with those of the corresponding replicas on the other channels (Fig. 3) . Each application task ( i is structured as a real-time transaction consisting of three subtasks, or threads, ( i 1 , ( i 2 , and ( i 3 responsible for input acquisition, result calculation and output actuation (cf. Section 6.2). For each application task ( i , a deadline is set that defines the time by which the final value must be sent to the actuator(s) (corresponding to the third thread of the transaction). Intermediate deadlines h (I and h (P are also introduced for the first and second threads. They define the time by which the input or output results are (or must be) ready for transfer through the ICN (after a fixed intrachannel transfer time) and consolidated. The transfer and consolidation of each value over the ICN must take place at predefined transfer slots (to synchronize such activities on each channel) and the needed duration determines an offset for the activation of the following thread (Fig. 4) .
Although the final deadline is set by the requirements, intermediate deadlines can be set arbitrarily during the design, according to the intrachannel schedulability analysis and the allocation of ICN transfer slots. Different intermediate deadlines may imply different ICN transfers (i.e., slot allocations) and consequently different offsets. Consequently, the HRT schedulability analysis (at the intrachannel level) must take into account the possible tuning of HRT design attributes (i.e., intermediate deadlines and offsets), as well as the slot allocation (i.e., the interchannel schedulability).
Supporting Tools
The functional architecture design is supported by an appropriate method and tool. To provide for genericity, GUARDS does not force the selection of a specific method, but it is assumed that the method selected by the user is indeed suitable for the design of real-time software systems. Nevertheless, a survey and an analysis of design methods have shown that only HRT-HOOD [23] addresses explicitly the design of hard real-time systems, providing means for the verification of their performance. Therefore, HRT-HOOD was selected as the baseline design method and HRT-HoodNICE adopted as supporting tool [34] .
However, the analysis also revealed several weaknesses of the method, in particular related to the design of distributed systems. The method was thus extended to include the concept of Virtual Nodes, similar to that in the HOOD 3.1 method [31] . The extended method can take into account the lane dimension of GUARDS (by allocating objects to different processors within a channel) and the integrity dimension (by defining spatial firewalls around objects of a given criticality). The HRT-HoodNICE toolset has been accordingly enhanced.
The infrastructure architecture design is supported by a specific toolset that manages an archive of hardware and software components. Such components are described by their relations, compatibilities, and performance attributes. The tool selects the needed components according to the characteristics of the required GUARDS instance.
As part of the physical architecture design, the application tasks (i.e., HRT objects) identified in the functional architecture are mapped onto the infrastructure architecture. They are coupled with the real-time models of the selected components in order to analyze and verify their schedulability properties. This is done by the Temporal Properties Analysis toolset, which analyzes the performance of the resulting distributed software system. The Temporal Properties Analysis toolset includes a Schedulability Analyzer and a Scheduler Simulator, based on those available in HRT-HoodNICE. They have been enhanced to provide a more precise and realistic analysis (by taking into account the concept of thread offsets) and to cope with the specific needs of a redundant fault-tolerant architecture (by allowing the analysis of the interactions over the ICN).
A further result of the physical architecture design is that, on the basis of the real-time models produced by the verification tools, the critical interactions among software functions on different channels are scheduled in a deterministic way. The ICN transfer slots allocated to them and a set of predefined exchange tables are produced automatically.
As a final step of the design phase, the overall structure of the software application is extracted from the HRT-HOOD design and the related code is automatically generated. To this end, a set of mapping rules has been defined to translate the HRT-HOOD design in terms of threads implemented in a sequential programming language (which could be C or the sequential subset of Ada) and executed by a POSIX compliant microkernel [68] .
VALIDATION
The validation strategy implemented within GUARDS has two main objectives [3] :
. A short-term objective: the validation of the design principles of the generic architecture, including both real-time and dependability mechanisms. . A long-term objective: the validation of the development of instances of the architecture implementing specific end-user requirements. A large spectrum of methods, techniques, and tools has been considered to address these validation objectives and to account for the validation requirements expressed by the emerging trans-application domain standard IEC 1508 [33] .
Following the comprehensive development model described in [42] , the validation strategy is closely linked to the design solutions and the proposed generic architecture. The validation environment that supports the strategy includes components for verification and evaluation, using both analytical and experimental techniques. Fig. 5 illustrates the relationship between the components of the validation environment and their interactions with the architecture development environment.
Besides the three main validation components (namely, formal verification, model-based evaluation, and fault injection), the figure explicitly identifies the role played by the methodology and the supporting toolset being developed for schedulability analysis (cf. Section 7.3). The figure also depicts the complementarity and relationships among the three validation components. In particular, fault injection (carried out on prototypes) complements the other validation components by providing means for: 1) assessing the validity of the necessary assumptions made by the formal verification task, and 2) estimating the coverage parameters included in the analytical models for dependability evaluation. The following three subsections briefly describe the related validation activities.
Formal Verification
Formal approaches were used both for specification and as a design-aid. We concentrated our effort on four dependability mechanisms, which constitute the basic building blocks of the architecture: 1) clock synchronization, 2) interactive consistency, 3) fault diagnosis, and 4) multilevel integrity.
The formal approaches that have been applied included both theorem proving and model checking. Table 1 summarizes the main features of the verifications carried out for each of the target mechanisms.
The work carried out on the verification of clock synchronization relied heavily on PVS (Prototype Verification System) [48] . It led to the development of a general theory for averaging and nonaveraging synchronization algorithms [60] . The verification of the synchronization solution used in GUARDS (cf. Section 4.1) was derived as an instantiation of this general theory.
The verifications concerning interactive consistency [12] , [14] , fault diagnosis [13] , and multilevel integrity [27] , [61] were all based on model checking using the JACK (Just Another Concurrency Kit) toolset [21] . This integrated environment provides a set of verification tools that can be used separately or in combination. Due to the complexity of the required models, the toolset was extended to include a symbolic model checker for ACTL [26] .
These studies demonstrated the feasibility and the benefits of formal methods on realistic industrial problems using state-of-the-art tools. We believe this is an important outcome that can significantly facilitate the acceptance of the GUARDS generic architecture for critical applications. It is also expected that further exploitation of the complementarity between theorem proving and model checking could facilitate a wider industrial acceptance of formal methods.
Dependability Evaluation
Model-based dependability evaluation is widely recognized as a powerful means to make early and objective design decisions by assessing alternative architectural solutions. Nevertheless, fault-tolerant distributed systems (such as GUARDS instances) pose several practical modeling problems (ªstiffness,º combinatorial explosion, etc.). Moreover, due to the variety of the application domains being considered, the dependability measures of interest encompass reliability, availability, and safety.
To cope with these difficulties, we adopted a divide-andconquer approach, where the modeling details and levels are tailored to fit the needs of the specific evaluation objectives. This was achieved by first focusing the modeling effort either on generic or specific architectural features, or on selected dependability mechanisms. Then, an abstract modeling viewpoint that aims to provide a global framework for configuring instances to meet specific application dependability requirements was devised. Finally, elaborating on previous related work (e.g., [36] ), a detailed modeling viewpoint that supports incremental and hierarchical evaluation has been considered. Table 2 identifies the various dependability evaluation activities carried out according to these three modeling viewpoints.
The focused models addressed several issues concerning the analysis of generic mechanisms (e.g., -count [17] ) and of specific features for selected instances (phased missions, for the space prototype instance [20] , intrachannel error detection for the railway prototype instance).
The second viewpoint aims to establish a baseline set of models for the three instances of the architecture described in Section 9 (see also [54] ). A general notation is introduced that allows for a consistent interpretation of the model parameters (layers, correlated faults, etc.) for each prototype instance. This work provides the foundation of a generic modeling approach to guide the choice of a particular instantiation of the architecture, according to the dependability requirements of the end-user application. A large number of parameters (proportion of transient vs. permanent faults, correlated faults in the hardware and software layers, coverage factors, error processing rates, etc.) have been included in the models, allowing intensive sensitivity analyses to be carried out. As an example of the results obtained, Fig. 6 compares reliability and safety for the three instances considered, 5 for one set of values of the parameters included in the models. The ranking of the reliability curves simply reflects the redundancy at the channel level (C = 4, 3, and 2 for the space, railway, and space instances, respectively). However, in the case of safety, the ranking of the nuclear and railway instances is reversed. This is mainly due to the fact that, in the nuclear instance, correlated design faults in either lane of the executive layer can be detected by the interlane comparison within each channel.
Detailed models are needed to allow for a more comprehensive analysis of the behavior of the instances (dependencies, error propagation, etc.). Specific work has addressed hierarchical modeling with the aim of mastering the complexity of such detailed models [35] . This work is directed mainly at: 1) enforcing the thoroughness of the analysis, 2) helping the analyst (i.e., a design engineer who is not necessarily a modeling expert). It is currently being applied and refined on the nuclear submarine prototype instance.
Although they were supported by different tools, namely UltraSAN [59] , MOCA-RP [25] and SURF-2 [11] , the modeling efforts all rely on the stochastic Petri net formalism. This should facilitate reuse of the results of the various studies (both models and modeling methodology). 
5.
As safety is only a minor concern for the application targeted by the space instance, only the reliability curve is shown for that instance.
Fault Injection
The main objectives for the planned fault injection activities are twofold: 1) to complement the formal verification of GUARDS mechanisms (i.e., removal of residual deficiencies in the mechanisms), and 2) to support the development of GUARDS instances by assessing its overall behavior in the presence of faults, in particular by estimating coverage and latency figures for the built-in error detection mechanisms [4] .
Indeed, as an experimental approach, fault injection provides a pragmatic means to complement formal verification by overcoming some of the behavioral and structural abstractions made, especially regarding the failure mode assumptions. Fault injection is to be carried out on complete prototypes so the mechanisms are tested globally when they have been integrated into an instance. In particular, the interactions between the hardware and software features are taken into account.
Although available tools could have been usedÐalbeit with some extensionsÐa specific fault injection toolset (FITS) is being developed. Such a toolset is a major feature of the validation environment made available to support the end-users in the development of specific instances of the generic architecture.
Both for cost-effectiveness and flexibility, the fault injection environment is based on the software-implemented fault injection (SWIFI) technique [32] . This also allows tests to be conducted more efficiently, since: 1) a limited number of errors can simulate the consequences of a large number of faults, 2) it is less likely that the injected error fails to exercise the dependability mechanisms.
Two main levels of injection are being considered, whether the targeted mechanisms are implemented by the ICN-manager board or by the intrachannel processors. In practice, the implementations differ significantly: Whereas fault injection on the intrachannel processors can be assisted by the resident COTS operating systems and debug facilities [24] , [38] , the ICN-manager only has a very simple cyclic executive.
We concentrate here on the verification objective, which is the main focus of the current implementation of FITS; further features are needed to address the evaluation objective (e.g., see [5] ). Some examples of the experiments aimed at testing various mechanisms are given in Table 3 .
Besides injecting specific fault/error types, FITS allows injection to be synchronized with the target system by monitoring trigger events. Of course, the observations depend on the targeted mechanisms. While it is primarily intended to inject on a single channel, observations are carried out on all channels. Initial experiments will focus on the ICN mechanisms.
PROTOTYPES
Several practical instances of the generic architecture have been studied and a prototype for each of the three end-user domains is under development. The basic building blocks are practically identical in each instance. However, the configurations of the instances are very different and offer quite different fault tolerance strategies. Moreover, although the operating systems chosen by each end-user are POSIX-compliant, they are not identical; neither are the end-users' preferred system development environments. Consequently, although there is a single specification of the generic software components of the fault-tolerant and integrity management layer, they have different practical instantiations in each instance.
Railway Instances
One instance studied for the railway domain is a fairly classic triple modular redundant (TMR) architecture with one processor per channel (Fig. 7) . If a channel is diagnosed to be permanently faulty, the system degrades to a two-outof-two mode. If a fault should occur while in this mode, the instance is switched to a safe state if the errors caused by the fault are detected (either locally within a channel or by twoout-of-two comparison).
This instance would employ Motorola 68040 or 68360 processors, each running a POSIX-compliant VxWorks operating system. Compared to currently deployed systems, the innovative aspect of this instance is the coexistence of two levels of application software integrity corresponding to very different degrees of criticality: . Highly critical interlocking logic or safety nucleus, which must be the highest integrity. . Noncritical monitoring, diagnostic, and supervision functions. This is a significant departure from current practice in railway applications, where these two levels of criticality would normally be implemented on separate instances. However, there is an appreciable economic advantage to be gained when it is possible to share the same hardware between both levels (e.g., for small railway stations).
A second railway instance has also been considered for an embedded train control system and is currently being prototyped. This is a straightforward duplex fail-safe configuration.
Nuclear Submarine Instance
The targeted nuclear submarine application is a secondary protection system. The instance considered for this application is a dual-channel architecture with two Pentium processors in each channel (Fig. 8) . To prevent commonmode failures of both channels due to physical damage, the channels are geographically separated by a distance of several meters. Like the railway triplex system, this instance hosts two levels of integrity.
An innovative aspect of this instance is the use of two processors in each channel, with two different POSIXcompliant operating systems: QNX and VxWorks. Apart from the operating systems, both processors in each channel run identical application software. The copies of application components executing on each lane form self-checking pairs to provide detection of errors due to faults activated independently on each lane. In particular, this includes physical faults (of the processors) and design faults of the processors and their operating systems. It is assumed that design faults of the operating systems are activated independently, based on the fact that their designs are diversified. Although the processors are identical, we also assume that faults in their design will be independently activated, based on their diversification of utilization (due to loose coupling and diversification of operating systems).
As long as both channels are operational, they operate in a two-out-of-two mode. Results of computations that are declared as error-free by the intrachannel mechanisms are compared and, in case of disagreement, the instance is put into a safe state. However, if errors are detected locally, by intrachannel mechanisms, the channel declares itself to be faulty and the instance switches to single channel operation. Note that this strategy is different from that of the two-channel configurations of the railway instances (duplex instance or triplex instance degraded to duplex), which switch to a safe state whether the error is detected locally or by comparison.
Space Instance
The instance of the architecture for space applications is the most complex of those considered. It is a full fourchannel instance of the architecture capable of tolerating arbitrary faults at the interchannel level (Fig. 9 ). Degradation to three-, two-, and one-channel operation is possible. This instance also features two levels of integrity. Like the instance intended for the nuclear submarine application, this instance also possesses two lanes, but for a different reason. For the nuclear application, the aim was to allow diversified but equivalent operating systems to be used so that errors due to design faults could be detected. Here, the objective is to have one of the lanes (the secondary lane) act as a back-up for the other lane (the primary lane). Each lane supports a different operating system and different application software:
. The primary lane runs a full-functionality version of VxWorks and a nominal application that provides full control of the spacecraft and its payload. The application includes built-in self-monitoring based on executable assertions and timing checks. . The secondary lane runs a much simpler, restricted version of VxWorks and a safety-monitoring and simple back-up application. The purpose of the latter is to provide control of the spacecraft in a very limited ªsurvivalº mode (e.g., sun-pointing and telemetry/telecontrol functions). The idea is that neither the full VxWorks nor the nominal application supported by the primary lane can be trusted to be free of design faults. However, the restricted version of VxWorks and the application software supported by the back-up lane are assumed to be free of design faults and thus trustable. The aim is to allow continued (but severely degraded) operation in the face of a correlated fault across all processors of the primary lane. Errors due to such a correlated fault can be detected in two ways:
. By the self-monitoring functions (essentially controlflow monitoring and executable assertions) included within the nominal application. . By a safety-monitoring application executed by the secondary lane while the primary lane is operational. In view of the differing levels of trust of the applications supported by the primary and secondary lanes, they are placed at different levels of integrity. The nominal application (on the primary lane) is not trusted, so it is assigned to the lower integrity level. The back-up application is assumed to be free of design faults and is placed at the higher integrity level. This separation of the integrity levels on different lanes provides improved segregation (firewalling) between the two levels of integrity.
Conclusions and Future Work
The GUARDS project is an ambitious one. We have defined a generic fault-tolerant architecture based on COTS components and a small set of purpose-designed hardware and software building blocks. This architecture can be configured along three different dimensions (channels, lanes, integrity levels) to meet the dependability requirements of a wide variety of end-user applications.
The design of the architecture has shamelessly borrowed ideas from previous work (in particular, SIFT [47] , MAFT [37] , FTPP [30] , and Delta-4 [52] ). Like SIFT and Delta-4, the focus has been on software-implemented fault tolerance, with a minimum of special-purpose hardware. Like SIFT and MAFT, the architecture uses a fully connected broadcast bus network for interchannel communication. Furthermore, the architecture uses the ZA algorithm for interactive consistency [28] , which resulted from work done in the MAFT project. Like FTPP, the architecture allows parallel processing within each channel (the M dimension). As in Delta-4, the focus has been on the use of COTS operating systems. The architecture also includes several completely innovative aspects: support for multiple levels of integrity, a novel error-filtering technique (-count), and support for a wide range of scheduling models, including preemptive scheduling. At the time of writing, the first prototypes were nearing completion and it is hoped that performance measurements and fault injection results will soon be available.
A particularly constraining design requirement was that only COTS operating systems were to be used. This requirement appears to leave just two options to the faulttolerant system designer. The first option is to use a hardware-intensive approach so that the hardware, although fault-tolerant, presents a standard interface to an unmodified COTS operating system, e.g., as in [1] . This approach, which precludes the use of COTS hardware boards, might nevertheless be necessary in some performance-critical applications. The second option, which is the one followed in GUARDS, is to use high-granularity replication managed by software above the COTS operating systems of interconnected COTS processor boards. One consequence of this choice is that the operating systems themselves cannot be protected from errors. This means that even a transient fault might require a processor to be completely reinitialized. Furthermore, the fault tolerance management software cannot access data structures that are internal to the operating systems. This leads to a nontrivial channel reintegration procedure that relies on programmerdefined context objects. One interesting direction for future research on this aspect would be to explore how compiletime reflection could be used to render context definition transparent to the application programmer [58] . Dr. Arlat's research interests focus on the evaluation of hardware and software fault-tolerant systems, including both analytical modeling and experimental fault injection approaches, subjects on which he authored or coauthored more than 70 papers for international and national journals and conferences. Dr. Beus-Dukic's research interests include real-time operating systems, real-time communication, safety-critical systems, requirements engineering, reuse, and acquisition of COTS software components. She is currently a senior lecturer at the University of Northumbria at Newcastle.
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